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REDWOOD VALLEY » WILDFIRE RECOVERY

Rebuilding proving
to be ‘daunting task’

SONOMA COUNTY

Alert
system
changes
ahead

Leaders say too many
messages better than too
few during disasters
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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John Holder, whose home along Monterey Road in Redwood Valley was destroyed by the October wildfires, has been frustrated by the cost of
building permits. “It’s just getting out of hand,” Holder said. “I’m tired of fighting with them. They are not helping us like they said.”

Some frustrated by costs, but official says that ‘None will be left behind’
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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REDWOOD VALLEY
ellow daffodils are poking up from
the blackened landscape in Mendocino County’s Redwood Valley nearly
five months after a deadly wildfire raged
through the bucolic hamlet, killing nine
people, destroying a third
of the homes and causing INSIDE
Coffey Park
$170 million in damage.
New RVs sit atop fresh- businesses still
feel impacts from
ly graded lots and propwildfires / E1
erty owners are hard at
work, removing charred
trees and erecting new fences in preparation for construction projects.
County officials have issued 16 building
permits, and the first projects are expected to break ground soon after the end of
winter rains.
Shock from the worst disaster ever to
befall the tight-knit community has given
way to pangs of loss, but also optimism
and a sense of purpose. Residents are
hopeful it will come back like a hearty
perennial.
“There’s a lot left to do but we are on
our way,” Dan Hamburg, chairman of the
Board of Supervisors, told residents at a
recent town hall meeting. “Slowly, things
are starting to get better.”
But recovery has many obstacles and
it’s unclear how many of the town’s
1,700 inhabitants will return.
Although federal contractors have
cleared debris from 90 percent of proper-
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Tim and Kate Roemer walk through the rubble of their home along Tomki Road in Redwood
Valley on Feb. 23. The Roemers, who have lived there for 30 years, are still waiting for the fire
debris to be removed from their property.
ties for government cleanup, the ruins of
Tim and Kate Roemer’s house remain untouched because steep terrain is preventing access by heavy equipment. Contractors balked after taking one look at it.
He’s relocated indefinitely to his mother-in-law’s house in Ukiah.
“It turns out, they didn’t want to do the
hard stuff,” said Roemer, a 72-year-old re-

tired nurse as he poked through the ruins
of his two-story house. “They say we’re
access-challenged.”
Other property owners say too much
ground has been removed from their
land, requiring them to pay thousands of
dollars to fill it in.
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What’s not playing in Mexico: Its own movies
Distribution, showings have
not kept up with production
from native filmmakers
By KATE LINTHICUM
LOS ANGELES TIMES

A

MEXICO CITY
Mexican thriller about sex, lies
and a mysterious monster, “The
Untamed,” won the Silver Lion
directing award for filmmaker Amat
Escalante when it premiered at the
FOX SEARCHLIGHT 2016 Venice International Film FestiMexican filmmaker Guillermo Del Toro’s “The Shape Of val. Three years earlier, Escalante won
the director prize at the Cannes Film
Water” is nominated for 13 Oscars.
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Sonoma County’s top elected
and administrative leaders all
agree if another major disaster
struck the region today, one key
aspect of their response would be
different than when the historic
wildfires ignited five months ago:
They’d use mass cellphone alerts
to warn the public about the
emergency.
And if rainfall from this latest
storm triggered dangerous debris
flows in the county’s fire-scarred
hillsides, a team of designated
staff members would immediately jump into
action. Officials
are already prepared to send
targeted emergency alerts at
a moment’s notice to residents
living in areas
burned during Sheryl
the
October Bratton
wildfires,
according to County Administrator
Sheryl Bratton.
Regardless of the specific emergency, county leaders across the
board say they’d rather send too
many warning messages than too
few during future incidents.
“We need to use every notification tool available to us,” said
Supervisor Lynda Hopkins. “The
fact that the decision not to utilize
(Wireless Emergency Alerts) was
made ahead of time, without any
kind of oversight from the Board
of Supervisors or clear policy direction, is unacceptable. I don’t
think that would be the case if a
fire were to break out tonight.”
The shift on alerts is one clear
change to emerge after a week
in which the county faced a crescendo of outside and internal
criticism over its handling of
emergency alerts during the
initial firestorm. First came the
release of a formal state review
that found the county lacked “reliable, timely and coordinated
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WASHINGTON

Proposed
tariffs hit
US allies
hardest
By STEVEN MUFSON
AND DAMIAN PALETTA
WASHINGTON POST

Festival for his graphic drug-trafficking
drama, “Heli.”
It’s no wonder “The Untamed” was
quickly picked up for distribution in the
U.S. and across Europe.
But not in Mexico.
Mexico’s film scene is booming, with
a record 175 films made here last year.
And in Hollywood, Mexican directors
seem to be a key to success at the Oscars. Guillermo del Toro’s “The Shape
of Water” is the odds-on favorite to
win the Academy Award for directing
tonight, three of the past four directing
Oscars went to Mexican filmmakers

WASHINGTON — In his expanding war over global trade,
President Donald Trump has
aimed his harshest rhetoric at
an unlikely target — the closest
U.S. allies.
In Twitter posts while at his
Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida
on Saturday, Trump vowed to
strike back at European leaders
who said they would retaliate
for his promised tariffs on aluminum and steel.
Bring it on, Trump warned.
“If the EU wants to further
increase their already massive
tariffs and barriers on U.S. companies doing business there,
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HOUSING BOND : Proposed ballot measure
would ask residents to support a tax increase
to help spur affordable developments. / A3
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